GOAL TREE: FOCUS, FOCUS, FOCUS
“Strategic plans” can actually keep
organizations from their goals. You should
know about Question-Based Planning.
It’s frustrating that “strategic” plans rarely produce
exciting results and cost so much and take so long to
write. One CEO vented about his own planning: I just
want everyone headed in the same direction—I really
don’t care which direction!
Business plans are supposed to generate focus,
improve teamwork and produce consistent results.
The goal tree on the next page is an effective
alternative to big binders: imagine it posted in your
conference room, on your intranet or at board
meetings.
The Tree describes itself
As the leader, the goal tree gets your plan onto one
page, and it also helps you show everybody where
they’re headed and how they fit in. There aren’t too
many goals. Each goal is specific and inspiring.
There’s a clear path of delegation. And it’s carefully
formatted to communicate its importance.

planning. Its basic steps are completed in five 2-hour
meetings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Brainstorming all the big questions
Asking the questions of purpose and position
Exploring the departmental issues
Drafting the tree of goals and projects
Refining the tree and setting the plan

It’s amazing how agreeing on all the big questions
gets your managers thinking in the same direction.
The two words of planning: Goal. Project.
The Tree’s goals link to 1-page project summaries
showing how each manager can contribute to
success. These summaries include key tasks and
milestones, budgets of money and time, and
commitments of their supervisor. They build on best
practices: you don’t need to reinvent the wheel.
The level of project detail will depend on each
manager’s level of experience: project plans for each
goal help in delegation, sharing resources, and
freeing the CEO to focus on the big picture.
Communication and follow-up are musts

What a plan is and isn’t
A plan is the small set of goals your managers are
excited about. Many strategic plans get left on the
shelf, forgotten or even ridiculed.
This plan isn’t the document a start-up takes to the
bank for financing; that’s a prospectus. This plan isn’t
a facilitation technique for a planning “retreat.” You
can’t plan in one day, nor should it take six months.
This kind of plan isn’t specialized for any niche or
industry: the six main boxes (“branches”) are how
businesses are organized around the world. It uses
simple language because clarity is so important.
How to
Wordsmithing a “mission statement” isn’t the most
inspiring way to kick off planning. Instead, begin by
brainstorming with your management team all the
big questions your business faces. There’s a template
at www.vanmell.com.

Monthly progress meetings are essential discipline,
but it’s worth it; after four months, one of our client’s
managers said, Now I see what I do helps you other
guys! Everyone will get how working under a plan
leads to satisfying success. The one-page Tree makes
it easy for you to communicate the plan and track
progress easily.
The benefits at a glance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Shows direction and priorities at a glance
Shows everyone how they fit in and fit together
Traces everyone’s career path
Clarifies lines of delegation
Keeps directors focused
Makes accountability crystal clear

People love to work together in a noble
cause. The goal tree helps the leader
proudly communicate the plan and its
results to everyone.

Our website describes Question-Based Planning, a
plain-English alternative to traditional “strategic”
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